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discuss the factors to be considered
when choosing ILI tools for challenging
pipeline inspections.

O

ur society depends on high-pressure pipelines
to transport the oil, oil-related products and gas
required by industry and consumers. They form
essential ‘lifelines’ to ensure secure transportation,
supplies, and availability across the energy industry.
High-pressure steel pipelines must be operated safely,
efficiently, and in compliance with regulations. Consequently,
ensuring their mechanical integrity is of paramount importance,
and confirming safe maximum allowable operating pressure
(MAOP) is part of the equation.
An important element of an optimised maintenance process
is having a complete understanding of the mechanical integrity
of a given pipeline or pipeline network. Any threats such as
dents, metal loss, cracks, or the effects of geohazards that
may affect the safe operating pressure of the pipeline must be
identified, assessed, and understood.1

ILI tools and their mission
Modern inline inspection (ILI) tools provide the means to inspect
pipelines for the presence of those threats. Today, there is a vast
range of highly specialised ILI tools for very specific tasks. From
an engineering perspective, ILI tools are mechatronic systems.
One part of such a system addresses detecting, sizing, and
locating defects potentially present in the pipeline wall. In order
to reliably assess the fitness for purpose, data on safety-relevant
features and defects must be collected, analysed, and turned
into useful information. This is where sensor technology and the

non-destructive principles utilised are of critical importance. The
strengths and weaknesses of the physical principle utilised must
be understood, as they affect detection thresholds, accuracy, and
confidence levels. The other part of the system is the propulsion
technology required for taking that sensor technology to where
it needs to go. Different types of propulsion methodologies are
applied in modern tools to move them through the pipeline to
be inspected.
ILI tools, also referred to as intelligent pigs, have been used
for more than 50 years. The tools initially available were freeswimming tools inserted and pumped through the pipelines.
However, not all pipelines are the same; thus, not all pipelines
were suitable for the typical tool designs of those days.
Eventually, pipelines were distinguished into piggable pipelines,
which could be inspected with those free-swimming tools, and
unpiggable pipelines, which could not. The term ‘unpiggable’
soon became misleading, however, because tools did become
available to inspect many pipelines that had originally been
called unpiggable. It became clear that the unpiggable pipelines
had to be further differentiated into pipelines that could
actually be inspected from the inside (although not by using the
traditional designs) and those that can truly only be inspected

Figure 1. A sealing element of the 12 in. × 16 in. inspection
system.

Figure 2. Loading lines only have one launch-receive site, which
makes BIDI ILI necessary.
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from the outside. The term ‘challenging pipelines’ was introduced
for the former and eventually replaced by the term ‘difficult-toinspect’ (DTI) pipelines.
The major differences between traditional and DTI pipelines
with respect to inspection were discussed in detail in a paper
published in 2015.2 Tables 1 and 2 are taken from that article.
Table 1 shows an overview of the typical types of defect
found in high-pressure pipelines, while Table 2 provides an
overview of the inspection technologies most commonly
applied in ILI tools – for traditional pipelines as well as for DTI
pipelines. Further technologies have been introduced or are on
the horizon.
The big difference between any two given pipelines lies
in getting the sensor technology to where it needs to go. This
addresses the operational aspects of an inspection project.
There are more than 2 million km of high-pressure transmission
pipelines in the world.3 Reliable estimates put the total length of
DTI pipelines at approximately 1.5 million km just in the upstream
and midstream sector, with many more in the downstream
sector.

Traditional vs difficult-to-inspect pipelines
There is no set boundary between DTI pipelines and traditional
pipelines. Technical and operational challenges form a moving
boundary. Take coverage, for instance: the early generation
of tools could only travel a very limited distance compared
to current tools. Today, an inspection of an offshore pipeline
with a length of over 1000 km is possible. The same line in
the 1960s would have presented an insurmountable challenge.
Furthermore, traditional tools can now negotiate pipe
geometries that were impassable only 40 years ago. Many other
examples could be found where a pipeline formerly regarded as
DTI is now considered a traditional pipeline.
However, new challenges can also arise. One example is
lower operating pressures in gas lines due to depleting fields.
There are transmission and production lines today that are
operating at significantly lower pressures than in their earlier life.
This also impacts ILI tools; especially in a gas environment, they
require a minimum operating as well as a differential pressure
to ensure a ‘smooth ride’. This is necessary, less for the tool
mechanics but more so for the data quality and the ability to
analyse the data collected.
The inspection of DTI pipelines has become an important
and growing segment in the ILI industry, with many articles
published and special conferences hosted to cover this field.
As discussed in one article, there are three major issues that
must be considered in order to classify a pipeline as traditional
or DTI: accessibility, negotiability, and propulsion.2 The extensive
experience gained over the years in solving challenges for
DTI pipelines, however, has led to further examination of the
definition of characteristics that contribute to this classification.
Therefore, the aspects that determine a pipeline to be DTI
have been revised to the following characteristics: pipeline
design, operating conditions, and medium characteristics. All
these aspects and their combination will determine the level
of complexity of the challenge at hand. Additionally, there is
yet another element defining the complexity of an ILI – the
competence of the personnel.

These are not sensor or measuring-related items; instead,
they are all related to the operational environment during the
inspection. Any tool used inside a pipeline must somehow be
introduced into the line and successfully retrieved again. The
tools must successfully negotiate the line even in the presence
of ‘operational obstacles’, such as unbarred tees or complex
arrangements of bends. Tools must also be able to collect data
successfully if operational pressures and/or temperatures are
outside the range that is suitable for traditional ILI tools. Last
but not least, the question of how the tool can be propelled
through the pipeline it is supposed to inspect must be answered.
Can it be pumped? Is it possible to use a tool in a unidirectional
configuration or does it need to be bidirectional? Maybe
pumping is not possible, and the tool may need a tether or
cable to be moved. On some occasions, tools may need their
own drive unit. In that case, crawler or robotic tools present
a solution. The three aforementioned classes of propulsion
means have become established to date. All come with their
own specific advantages and disadvantages. They must therefore
not be seen in competition but as complementary in providing
inspection solutions for DTI pipelines.
For all those reasons, choosing the most suitable and
effective solution for a given inspection requirement is not
trivial and requires a good understanding of the advantages and
disadvantages of the non-destructive testing and propulsion
technologies available. Table 3 addresses these issues, and can be
used for initial guidance when selecting the tool.
There are currently three classes or types of ILI solutions
for DTI pipelines. Specialty free-swimming tools are pumped
through the line like traditional ILI tools. These special tools are,
however, modified or completely redesigned compared to their
traditional counterparts. Tethered tools use a cable or tether for
data transfer and/or energy supply to power tool movement.
Finally, robotic tools incorporate their own drive unit. Table 3
covers various characteristics of these different tool categories.
Compared to free-swimming tools, tethered tools are limited
in range by the length of the cable used and the number of
bends they must negotiate. Robotic tools are limited in range
by their battery capacity. The inspection speed of the specialty
free-swimming tools is in the same range as traditional ILI
tools: somewhere between 1 m/s and 5 m/s, depending on the
technology used and the specific application. Tethered tools
move much slower, and the same applies to robotic tools.
Online inspection, i.e. inspection during normal pipeline
operations, is only possible with free-swimming tools. For
tethered or robotic tools, pipelines usually have to be taken
out of normal operation. Tethered tools can be stopped in a
controlled manner and data can be collected in a stationary
mode, enabling, for example, time-of-flight diffraction
(TOFD) crack measurement. Compared to free-swimming
tools, tethered and robotic tools are limited in their pressure
capabilities.
The remainder of the article will briefly introduce three
case studies presenting ILI solutions for challenging pipelines,
picking up on the issues discussed earlier. The first addresses
a gas pipeline with a low operating pressure, which makes
it unsuitable for an inspection with a traditional ILI tool.
The second introduces a tethered solution to highlight the

advantages of using this approach for the given inspection
challenge. The third introduces a tool with its own drive unit.

Case study one: free-swimming solution
The first case study focuses on an inspection success for a set
of 12 in. × 16 in. multi-diameter natural gas distribution pipelines
with operating pressures of less than 27.57 bar (400 psig).
Furthermore, the pipe tallies revealed several critical features
in regard to ILI tool operations. These included, for example,
high-degree bends, back-to-back bends, 1.5D or tighter bend
combinations, miter bends, and more. Therefore, ROSEN decided
to customise inspection tools for this particular set of multidiameter pipelines. The parameters defined as a basis for tool
customisation included:
)) Natural gas as the medium.
)) 1.5D 90˚ back-to-back bend passage capability in 12 in.

nominal pipe.
)) The ability to pass a 10˚ mitered bend in 12 in. nominal pipe.
)) The ability to operate in pressures as low as 17.23 bar

(250 psig).
)) The ability to pass an unbarred full-bore tee.
)) A goal of having a maximum differential pressure of 3.44 bar

(50 psig) across the inspection tools while passing all design
pipeline feature configurations.
Two separate inspection tools were to be developed, one
for metal loss and one for geometry. Because of the gaseous
medium, magnetic flux leakage (MFL) technology was chosen
as the inspection technology for metal loss. Eddy current
technology, combined with caliper arms, was chosen as the
technology for measuring the pipeline geometry. To reduce
friction, wheels were added to the sensor carriers of the two
tools and to the pull units. Additionally, the sensor units and pull
units were designed so that they could collapse and expand in
order to maintain the inner diameter of the pipeline.
In addition to applying a specialised heavy-duty cleaning
programme, which included liquid cleaning with a dieselTable 1. Overview of types of anomalies and flaws in pipelines
Major categories
of features

Sub-categories

Examples

Geometric
anomalies

Diameter changes
Pipeline position

• Dents
• Out-of-roundness
• Pipeline movement

Metal loss

Wall loss without corrosion

• Gouging

Wall loss due to corrosion

• General corrosion
• Localised corrosion
• Pitting

Laminations
Cracks

• Laminations
• Fatigue cracks
• Hook cracks
• Stress corrosion cracking

Material
separation
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detergent mixture, the operator agreed to raise the pressure
slightly, where possible, in order improve the run behaviour of
the tool and minimise speed excursions.
The inspection results from the first 12 in. × 16 in. multidiameter pipeline with the new solution showed a greatly
improved run behaviour compared to what was achieved during
previous inspection attempts in the same pipelines. During a
previous attempt with a standard 12 in. × 18 in. MFL tool, a large
speed excursion had occurred at the transition from the 16 in.
section to the 12 in. section.

unique low-friction magnetiser and sensor suspension system.
Through this, the powerful magnetic tool could be deployed
safely into the pipe casings.
The ultra-compact and lightweight tool design was capable
of bidirectional movement and supported by a gravity-based
wireline operation. Thanks to this wireline connection, clear
monitoring during the inspection process was possible, including
monitoring the tool’s progress and identifying any potential
obstacles, helping to ensure the best possible data collection
and provide high-resolution results.

Case study two: tethered solution

Case study three: robotic solution

An operator approached ROSEN to develop a new inspection
solution to apply proven ILI technology to well casing pipes.
The operator had general concerns about the integrity of the
casing pipes in addition to the known unstable environmental
conditions, which included a sinking cavern ceiling. However, with
the downhole inspection solutions available on the market, these
concerns had yet to be explored with the necessary precision.
The pipelines in question had a diameter of 13 3/8 in. and
varied in length from 800 m to 1500 m. The pipe sections were
connected via threaded couplings, which also varied in both
diameter and length. The task was to detect and size corrosion
and metal loss features on the pipe wall, and measure the
opening width of the threaded couplings.
Metal loss and threaded couplings with their corresponding
defects are characterised by wall thickness. Therefore, highresolution MFL technology was preferred for this inspection.
High-resolution data collection was possible due to a concept
that was developed to combine strong magnetisation with a

ROSEN was approached by the operator of a 10 in. subsea
vent line to identify the presence of any internal or external
corrosion. Vent lines were not designed to be internally
inspected, and up to that point, a successful ILI of vent lines had
not taken place. Several challenges were identified that needed
to be assessed in order to allow for a successful ILI, including:
• No conventional access for ILI tools.
• Pipeline accessible only from main platform.
• No or very low flow and pressure.
• No previous inspection knowledge.
• Cleanliness unknown.
The most viable solutions for a successful inspection would
therefore need to include low-friction technology, bidirectional
and self-propulsion capabilities, and the ability to cope with
moderate amounts of debris. As a result, a sophisticated 10 in.
robotic propulsion unit was developed. The solution included
specialised cam driving components that provided an increase in
pull force capabilities, allowing for the utilisation of extensively
tested high-resolution MFL technologies. Furthermore,
the design contained both vertical and horizontal
Table 2. Overview of inspection technologies applied in ILI tools
bidirectional movement capabilities and distance
Method Application
Main mission
tracking, all of which were critical for this application.
• Axial magnetisation
Metal loss inspection
To ensure zero risk, various fail-safe measures
• Circumferential magnetisation
MFL
were implemented. These entailed visual and sensor
• Spiral magnetisation
monitoring to allow for the safe approach of possible
• Piezo-electric – vertical beam
Metal loss inspection and wall thickness
deformations and tees, as well as onboard power
measurement
UT
storage and monitoring. Additionally, a tethered
• Piezo-electric – angled beam
Crack inspection
retrieval unit was installed to ensure that the tool
• Electro-magnetic acoustic
Depending on configuration: metal loss
could be pulled out in the event of failure. The cams
EMAT
transmission; different wave
inspection or crack inspection
on the propulsion module were programmed to
types possible
collapse into ‘fail-safe mode’ in the event of a limited
• Traditional EC
Complementary technology used for metal
power supply, allowing for the tool to be easily
loss inspection or ID/OD differentiation
removed from the pipeline if necessary.
EC
During the inspection, the robotic propulsion
• Magnetic-bias EC
Metal loss inspection for special materials
and pipe configurations
unit functioned properly and was able to manoeuvre
in and out of the pipeline as expected, successfully
Table 3. The characteristics of the three different ILI tool categories
negotiating the 645 m section of pipe without the
need to utilise the retrieval contingency. Throughout
Specialty free-swimming Tethered
Robotic
the inspection, all functional components and
↑
↓
↓
Range
communication remained fully operational, and the
↑
↓
↓
Inspection speed
data collected met all reporting requirements.
Online inspection

Yes

No

No

Stationary inspection

No

Yes

With limitations

Real-time data availability

No

Yes

With limitations

Pressure capabilities

↑

↓

→
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